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CHAPI'ER I 
PURPOSE, METHODS, AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS 
Problem and Methods 
The problem.--The object of this thesis is to apply the basic 
principles and procedures as outlined in Fundamentals of Secondary-
School Teaching!/ and in the course on the Unit Method,g; to the 
or ganization and classroom presentation of the topic, Color Harmony. 
The writer feels t hat the traditional method for t r1e teaching of 
color harmony leaves much t o be desired. The practice of cutting 
colored paper into strips and mounting them according to values 
around a chart to form a color wheel is evident i n many schools. 
This method lacks the manipulat ive and exploratory values so nee-
essary for understanding the behavi or of colors t hat it cannot be 
t olerated in thi s unit. The true test of understanding is demon-
strated in the pupil's ability to apply what he has learned to the 
solving of practical, every-day color problems as t hey ari se in 
daily life situat i ons. 
The writer's first attempt at the development of the t opic did 
not produce the results he expected. Rather t han to present a paper 
of average quality, it was decided to create another unit, on the 
1f Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940. 
~ Course, Unit Method in the Secondary-School, School of Education, 
Boston University, Boston, Roy 0. Billett, PhD . 
-1-
same topic, a year later. The plan was now to prove that unit 
construction must be constantly in a state of change, keeping 
pace with class-room situations and circumstances, if i t was 
to be benef icial to those concerned with teaching and learning. 
The first unit will hencef orth be called "Unit A"; the second, 
"Unit B 11 • 
The methods. --To accomplish the~purpose of t his thesis, the 
writer created and developed two units on the topic of color har-
mony. Unit A was taught f irst, emit B was taught a year later to 
a similar gr oup of pupils at a similar grade level. Suggestions 
for ~~proving unit A, and incorporating those desirable changes 
in unit B came f rom the surveys , of inquiry forms, diagnostic tests, 
estimates of pupils• past achievements, and the daily time log. 
Since the topic emphasis was on color harmony, a minimum of pupil 
time was spent on drawing objects and models for rendering in color. 
All drawings were created and rex-a-graphed by the teacher. The 
problems in the "Pupi l Study and Activity Guide";!;/ covered all items 
in the delimitation. The same aims were repeated in the "Optional 
Related Activities 11 ,Y but stressed more diversified and complex pro-
blems to be solved. The assignments in the unit were psychologically 
selected, logically arranged, and made biologically possi ble of 
achievement at the given grade level. 
±/ Roy o. Billett, op. cit., p. 5o8. 
~/Ibid., p. 507. 
2 
Problem Data 
The pupils.--The unit organization of the topic, Color Harmony, 
was planned for 50 tenth grade pupils divided into two class sections 
in a course in general art given at the Belmont Senior High School. 
The great majority of pupils come from single and two-family homes 
of better-than-average financial means. The town, with a population 
of around 33,000, is residential. The study of art is elective under 
guidance in grades ten, eleven, and twelve. It has been found that 
the classes are made up of students who have a sincere deo ire to learn 
art and its principles and offer no problems in discipline. 
The art room.--The location of the art room is on the top floor, 
center, of the building. There are no windows, but natural light 
flows through a double skylight overhead. However, except for sunny 
3 
days, the overhead design proves to be inadequate as it is necessary to 
use electric light for illumination. Display space is more than adequate; 
it includes a large blackboard, 3 cork boards, counter-tops, as well as 
a movable bulletin board. Each student is provided with a so-called 
locker box for his materials~/ There is gr eat need for locks on indivi-
dual ·boxes to avoid a constant element of i:rr:il..tation and annoyance due 
to materials being borrowed, lost, or stolen. The color scheme for the 
room is modern in spirit and it includes a wall of light rose, one of 
dusty yellow, a third of sea green, and a fourth of gray. All in all, 
the art room is a cheerful place in which to work. 
The equipme~t and supplies.--The f urniture is in excellent condi-
l/ Refer to photograph number l on page 6. 

KEY TO PLAN OF ART ROOM 
BELMONT SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
1. Teacher's desk and chair. 
2. Unit secretary's desk and chair. 
3. Compartment box for unit problems. 
4. Pupils' research section. 
S. Pupils' individual movable desks and chairs. 
6. Cabinets for storage and supplies. 
7. Cork boards for display materials. 
8. Blackboard. 
9. Paint cabinet. 
10. Soapstone sink with running water. 
11. Pupils' individual locker boxes. 
12. Movable cork bulletin board. 
13. Kiln fo r pottery work. 
14. File cabinet. 
s 
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 1 
Pupils' individual locker boxes. Number 11 on plan 
view of art room. Soapstone sink is at the left. 
tion. A complete set of movable desks were ordered and delivered in 
time to be used for the introduction of the units described in this 
thesis. There are ample storage cabinets, some w~th shelves and 
others ·with drawers, for the average art room. Soap, soap powder and 
paper towels are located above a soapstone sink with running water 
used for painting and for cleaning purposes. Tools and materials of 
every description are available for use by all pupils. Papers of all 
sizes and colors, brushes of all types and styles, paints, inks, era-
6 
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 2 
View of students at work. Note individual locker 
boxes on some desks. 
yons, dyes, printing equipment, charcoal, and the like indicate that 
the supplies are varied, plenti ful, and of the best quality. 
Preparation.--A space in front of the room is arranged to serve 
as a source of supply for all books, papers, rex-o-graphed materials, 
pencils, b~~shes, paper-clips, erasers, magazines and the like~/ 
The books used as references for pupils' use are placed on a two-
decker portable library shelf located on a large desk at which a 
!/ Refer to photograph number 3 on page 9. 
7 
• 
student-secretary is stationed for duty during the period of instruc-
tion~ The student-secretary is a volunteer who does her work at this 
• 
desk as well as keep the supply of materials from running low. She 
8 
keeps account of the books and checks to see that everything is set for 
the work of the period. Books used for pupils' reference, were bor-
rowed from the school and town libraries. A small compartment box 
with adjustable shelves is placed to the right of the main desk to 
serve as a receiving station for all problems when they are ready to 
be passed in. A colorful drape placed on the wall behind the secre-
tary's desk provides that particular spot with an air of importance. 
The arrangement just described creates a functional unit for traffic 
in supplies and allows more time for the teacher to help his pupils 
with the art problems of the day rather than to utilize much of the 
time to serve as a clerk f or the issuing of needed supplies • 
±/Refer to photograph number L ' on page 10. 
, 
• • 
• • 
•• •• 
• 
•• • • • 
••• • 
• 
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 3 
Part of the classroom preparation for teaching the unit; 
the secretary's desk and chair, books for pupils' refer-
ence, compartment box for finished problems, color charts, 
rex-o-graphed drawings, magazines, and supplies such as 
pencils, compasses, erasers, tacks and the like. 
9 
PHOTOGRAPH NuMBER 4 
The unit secretary at work. Her duties do not interfere 
with her class progress. Pupils to the left are reading 
reference material. 
10 
e-
CHAPl'ER II 
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC COLOR HARMONY 
UNIT A 
y General statement of the unit.--The employment of color harmonies 
may be guided by a few precise and easily applied laws to the end that 
pleasing visual effects may be obtained. Color becomes so much a part 
of us that should we suddenly become unable to distinguish one hue from 
another we would immediately realize our great loss. The principles of 
color arrangements observed in the color wheel require considerable 
practice before they are mastered. 
Delimitation of the unit~/ 
1. The color harmonies based on the color wheel are known as mono-
chromatic (values of one color), complementary (opposites), 
and analogous (neighboring). 
2. The six major colors located around equi-distant points on 
the circumference of the color wheel are red, yellow, blue, 
green, orange, and purple. 
3. The color wheel is used as an aid to the study of color 
4. 
5. 
harmonies. 
Red, yellow, and blue are primary colors. 
- . . . 
Mixtures of any two primary colors produce a secondary color 
such as red plus yellow to produce orange. 
6. Secondary colors are green (yellow plus blue), purple (red 
!f Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 505. 
Y Loc. cit. 
-11-
plus blue), orange (yellow plus red). 
7. Black, gray, and white are neutral colors and combine with any 
color scheme without harm to that scheme. 
8. The intermediate colors are those which are located between 
the six major colors and are known as yellow-green, blue-green, 
blue-purple, red-purple, red-orange and yellow-orange. 
9. Hue, value, and intensity are qualities of any color. 
a. Hue distinguishes one color from another. 
b. Value is the degree of light or dark of a color. 
c. Intensity is the degree of dullness or brilliancy of a 
color. 
10. A color may be made dull or of low value by mixing it with its 
complement or with black. 
11. A color may be made lighter or of high value by mixing it with 
white. 
12. Dull colors appear to fall behind while brilliant colors appear 
to advance in space. 
13. Contrasting colors show a strong difference in value. 
14. Clashing colors, which are usually of the same value and of 
strong intensity, cause the apparent illusion of vibration. 
Probable indirect and incidental learning products~/ 
1. Appreciation of beautiful color combinations. 
2. Attitude of critical analysis of color as observed and used 
~ in everyday life situations. 
J. Attitude of self-reliance in the ability to choose pleasing 
!I Roy o. Billett, op. cit., p. 5o6. 
13 
color harmonies for clothes and interiors. 
4. Enjoyment in the knowledge that one can use color successfully 
when the need arises. 
References and materials for the teacher's use~/ 
1. Guptill, Arthur, Color in Rendering and Sketching, Reingold, 
New York, 1935, 348 p. 
2. Hicks, Ami Mali, Color in Action, Funk & Wagnalls Company, 
New York, 1937, 255 p. 
3. Sargent, Walter, ~E'='ni"-,1-'oym.,__e_n_t_an_d_U_s_e_o_f_C_o_l_o_r, Scribners, New 
York, 1923, 274 p. 
The unit assignment¥L-(Approximate 
five 45-minute periods per week.) 
time allotment: four weeks, 
A. Introductory demonstrations and discussions¥ 
1. Large sheets of cardboard are arranged at the front of the 
room easily visible to all members of the class. On the 
boards, there are displayed outline drawings of the female 
figure. Hanging on a wire nearby are cut-out patterns in 
colored paper simulating wearing apparel such as shirts, 
skirts, sweaters, dresses. Pupils are invited to "dress-
up" the figure by attaching the clothing of their choice 
to compose pleasing color arrangements. Pupils and teacher 
will discuss the following questions: 
a. Which figure seems to be wearing a pleasing color har-
1/ Roy o. Billett, op. cit., p. 509. 
5/ Ibid., p. 506. 
J/ Ibid., p. 596. 
mony? Why? 
b. How may we change certain articles of clothing to better 
a poor or harsh example illustrated at the boar d? 
c. Is there a need for us to understand basic laws of color 
harmony in order to dress the figures in pleasing colors? 
d. Does any member of the class dress according to any definite 
color scheme? 
The pupils will now take a female rex-o-graphed figure similar 
to those illustrated on the board and paint what they think 
l ooks like a good color combination. 
2. The results of the above experiment are exhibited on the board 
and the pupils are asked to defend their choices of color 
combinations. 
3. Six bottles of colored water, namely red, yellow, and blue, 
(primary colors) are arranged on a table. A pupil is asked 
to select a bottle of one color and pour it into a bottle of 
another color. A change of hue will take place. That change 
will be illustrated on a piece of white paper, illustrating 
overlapping bottle shapes, to show that a bottle of red when 
overlapped with a bottle of yellow ~11 produce an orange 
(a secondary color). A yellow bottle overlapping a blue bottle 
will produce green (another secondary color), and a third 
secondary color is produced by overlapping a red by a blue 
bottle to make purple. A discussion will then take place and 
will lead to the fact that these 6 basic colors are outlined 
for us on the color wheel to be used for f urther study. 
• 
15 
General study and activity guide~ 
*l. Place spots of the three primary colors on a piece of white 
paper and force these colors to flow into each other by 
adding water with a brush. 
a. Notice what changes take place as one color runs into 
another. 
b. When a sufficient variety of colors appear, cut out pieces 
of color and paste them on a piece of black paper to show 
a gr adation of values from light to dark (2: 119-129~ 
f 
*2. Take two colors from opposite sides of the color wheel and 
mix them to show the effect of one color on the other. Cut 
out samples of color to show high and low intensity of the 
combination and paste your results on a piece of black paper. 
Questions to be answered: 1 
a. What makes a brilliant color lose its intensity? 
b. Is it possible to get a gray by mixing two opposite colors? 
If so, is this gray more pleasing than one obtained by 
mixing black with white (5: 22-29) (7: 8-33) 
*3· Illustrate the gradati on , of a color from light at the top of 
the paper to dark at t he bottom. When the color has dried, 
add an interesting black silhouette in the foreground. Use 
white paper. Questions to be considered: 
a. What color harmony has been created? 
!/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 508. 
2/ Code to pupils' reading list. 2: 119-129 means pages 119 to 129, 
- inclusive, of the book marked number two on the student library shelf. 
b. Does black do harm to the color scheme (3: 59-77) 
*4. On a piece of white paper arrange a series of large, medium, 
and small circles floating in space. Let the following 
~ questions guide you as you work: 
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a. In general, should large areas be dull or intense in color? 
b. How can two intense colors be balanced? 
c. Will the addition of white to a color make the color lighter? 
d. Is it wise to select a definite color harmony before begin-
ning the problem? 
*5. Study color plates from the fashion magazines in front of the room. 
a. Find pictures illustrating as many different types of color 
harmonies as possible. 
b. Find one where an intense color has been used to create a 
center of interest. 
c. Find one in which you think the use of color could be improved. 
Make a tracing of the costume and try to . show with paints 
how you would improve the color harmony. Use white paper 
(9: 85-101) (4: 481-498). 
*6. One of the most helpful ways of increasing our descrimination 
of color is to criticize the clothing that we are wearing. 
Form a group of from four to six pupils and plan for each one 
to dress according to a color scheme on any given day. Arrange 
with the teacher to schedule a verbal presentation of "color 
* Changes made which led to possible improvement in Unit B. 
17 
harmonies in clothing" for your group. Your demonstration 
should include the following points: 
a. Are the light and dark values in good relation to each 
e other? 
• 
b. Is the intense color used in the right proportion to the 
neutralized color? 
c. Could the combination of hues be improved by changing one 
color? 
d. What is the color scheme? 
e. Does the color scheme blend well with my personal color-
ing? (7: 8-33) (3: 59-77) (9: 85-101) (4: 481-498) 
Optional related activities~ 
1. Rex-o-graphed sheet number one shows three pictures of a girl 
wearing a dress. Paint the pictures in the specific color 
scheme called for under each dress. (Figures may be copied 
from a fashion magazine if desirable.) 
(9: 85-101) (3: 59-77) (4: 481-498) 
2. Rex-o-graphed sheet number two shows two high school athletic 
uniforms used for football and basketball. Paint what you 
consider to be appropriate color harmonies for each. Name the 
harmonies under each uniform. Consider the following ques-
tiona as you paint. 
a. Must the school colors be used in all uniforms (red and 
blue) ? 
b. Does the color of the uniform make a sport more attractive 
1/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 507. 
to all concerned? 
c. What effect will your color scheme have on the vision 
of the players? Of spectators? 
3. Rex-o-graphed sheet number t hree shows three suits and 
additional wearing apparel for boys. Paint the first in 
a monochromatic color harmony; the second, in a comple-
mentary color harmony; the third, in an analogous color 
harmony. (5: 22-29) (2: 119-129) 
*4. The painting seen on the rear wall of the room is Vincent 
Van Gogh 1 s "Sunflowers 11 • Analyse the color scheme. Name 
18 
it. Prepare a paper on which you show large painted areas 
for the color used in t he greatest amount and additional 
larger or smaller areas in proportion to the remaining colors. 
*5. Use the colors as outlined in proportion above to decorate 
the interior architecture of a classroom, a waiting room in 
a doctor's office, a living room, a playroom,. or any other 
room of your own choice. If time permits you may construct 
the room out of wood or cardboard. (8: 156-168) (7: 8-33) 
*6. Design and paint a poster for a coming school function in 
any color harmony of your choice. (2: 99-118') (1: 142-170) 
(6: 169-210). 
1. Rex~o-graphed sheet number four shows the drawing of an 
automobile. Paint color combinations to create an effect of: 
a. Richness--Depth of color is favored over unusual colors 
such as purple, and purple-blues in light values. 
b. Harmony--Exterior colors and interior fabrics should 
be styled as complementary. A dull yellow-green 
upholstery is set off handsomely be a maroon-red 
exterior. 
19 
8. Sheet number five illustrates the outline of a truck. Decide 
what the truck is to be used for and paint it in a color 
harmony which will relate to the product carried or service 
rendered. For example, a laundry might use white; a flor-
ist, green; a dairy, cream. Letter below the illustration 
the name of the color harmony used, and the reason for its 
selection. 
*9· Paint a new color scheme for the art room so as to create 
the atmosphere of a restful, but stimulating place in which 
to work. Be prepared to defend your color harmony in open 
discussion later. Use an elevation drawing of any one of 
the four walls to illustrate your idea (8: 1.56-168) (6: 169-210) 
(7: 8-33). 
Pooling of experience 
l. The results of experiments will be exhibited and discussed 
with teacher and student participation. 
2. Panel disc'!lSsions on 11Color Harmonies in Home·, Dress, or in 
Posters 11 will be presented by those who worked on these 
problems. 
3. Committees assigned to special areas will report to the class 
* Changes made which led to possible improvement in Unit B. 
on problems encountered and the solving of same. 
4. Those students participating in sports will hold round 
table discussions and evaluate the results of the pro-
blem in 11Color for Athletic Uniforms. 11 
References for the pupil's use~ 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Blair, Lawrence E~, Show Card Writing, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1922, 240 p. 
Collins, Rose and Riley, Olive, Art Aptreciation, Harcourt 
Brace Company, New York, 1939, 33 p. 
Goldstein, Harriet, and Vetta Goldstein, Art in Everyctay 
Life, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1934, 497 p. 
Donovan, Dulcie, The Mode in Dress and Home, Allyn and 
Bacon, Boston, 1934, 445 p. 
Greer, Carlotta, c., Your Home and You, Allyn and Bacon, 
Boston, 1943, 750 p. 
Post, Emily, ·The Personalit[· of a House, Funk and Wagnalls 
Company, New York, 193 , S2l p. 
20 
Trilling, Mary, and Williams, Florence, Art in Home and 
Dress, J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1942, 527 p. 
8. Ryan, Mildred, Your Clothes and Personality, D. Appleton-
Century Company, New York, 1937, 359 p. 
9. Wallace, Charles, Commercial Art, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, 1930, 236 p. 
!/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 509 
• 
COLOR HARMONY TEST 
A. Directions: Read each statement carefully. If it is a true 
statement put a circle around the number of the statement. 
If it is false, put a cross mark through the number of the 
statement. 
1. Color harmonies are obtained from the color wheel. 
2. Any two col ors produce a monochromatic color harmony. 
J. Blue and orange are complementary colors. 
4. An analogous harmony is composed of three or more neigh-
boring colors. 
5. A monochromatic harmony is one using different values of 
one color. 
21 
6. Two opposite colors on the color sheel make an analogous color 
harmony. 
7. Blue and its values obtained by adding white are monochromatic. 
B. Green, red, and purple form a complementary color harmony. 
9. Purple and orange are analogous. 
10. Purple and orange are complementary. 
11. Red cannot by obained by mixing two primary colors. 
12. Red cannot be obtained by mixing two secondary colors. 
13. Red is a pr:L-u.ary color. 
14. Yellow and blue are primary colors. 
15. No two primaries will mix to give a third primary • 
16. Yellow is a secondary color which will produce the primary 
cglor orange when mixed with red. 
22 
17. Red mixed with yellow produces orange. 
18. Red mixed with blue produces purple. 
19. Blue mixed with yellow produces green. 
20. Orange mixed with blue produces green. 
21. Orange, white, and blue mixed produce yellow. 
22. Purple mixed w~th green produces blue. 
23. Red mixed with yellow produces a secondary color. 
24. Red mixed with orange produces a primary color. 
25. Red mixed with green produces a secondary color. 
26. Red mixed with blue produces a primary color. 
27. Blue mixed with red produces a secondary color. 
28. Blue mixed with yellow produces a secondary color. 
29. Black, white, and gray are primary colors. 
30. Black added to a color harmony spoils the harmony. 
31. IVhite and gray are neutral colors. 
32. ·Black is a neutral color. 
33. Black, white and gray are neutral colors. 
34. Yellow-green is an intermediate color. 
35. · Yellow-green is located between two major colors on the 
color wheel. 
36. Blue-green is a primary color. 
37. Blue-purple is an int ermediate color. 
38. Yellow-orange is a secondary color. 
39. Red-orange is a primary color. 
40. Red-purple is an intermediate color. 
41. Red-purple is located between two major colors on the color 
wheel. 
42. The words hue and color mean the same thing. 
43. The difference between yellow and blue is its hue. 
44. There is a hue difference between blue and purple. 
45. Red is a hue; blue is a color. 
46. The value a color means its monetary value. 
47. A high value color means a color is dark. 
48. Value means the degree of light or dark of a color. 
49. A value scale shows degrees of light to dark of a color. 
5o. Light blue is a color of low value. 
51. Dark red is a color of high value. 
52. Usually the dark tones are f ound at the top of a value scale. 
53. Strong intensity red and brilliant red rnean the same thing. 
54. A brilliant color is a color of s-t;rong intensity. 
55. Weak intensity means dullness. 
56. Black mixed with red will lower the value of red. 
57. Green mixed with red will lower the value of red. 
58. Blue mixed with orange will weaken the intensity of blue. 
59. Any color mixed with its complement will lower its value. 
60. Black added to any color will result in a higher value 
for that. 
61. Purple added to yellow will lower the value of yellow. 
62. Blue added to orange vvill make a dull orange. 
63. White added to orange will res1ut in a high value orange. 
23 
64. White added to any color results in a lower value for that 
color. 
65. A brilliant color can be seen from a great distance. 
66. Dull colors do not make effective danger signals. 
67. A dull color seems to come forwa rd (advance) toward the 
observer. 
68. A brilliant color appears to fall away (recede) from the 
observer. 
69. The best color c ombinations show a difference in value. 
70. A low value blue is a good contrast to a low value purple. 
71. A high value blue is to a low value blue as yellow is to 
purple. 
72. Two strong intensity colors of the same value cause the 
apparent illusion of vibration. 
73. Clashing colors are usually of strong intensity. 
74. An intense red and an intense green make a good combination. 
75. A strong intensity red letter on a weak intensity yellow 
background make an effective combination. 
76. An intense red mixed with some green will weaken its intensity. 
Directions: Read each statement carefully. Choose the best answer 
from the four possibilities outlined below each statement. 
Make a cross mark in the parentheses at the left of the best 
answer. 
77. Red may be reduced to gray by mixing with it 
( ) White 
78. 
79. 
8o. 
( ) Blue 
( ) Green 
( ) Yellow 
Blue and orange form a color harmony known as 
( ) Complementary 
( ) Analogous 
( ) Monochromatic 
( ) Neutral 
A secondary color is produced by mixing 
Hue is 
. < r Orange 
( ) Black 
( ) Green 
( ) Blue 
the word that means the 
( ) Value 
( ) Neutral 
( ) Color 
( ) Intensity 
same as 
red with 
81. Complementary colors are 
( ) Yellow and green 
( ) Blue and yellow 
( ) Ora'nge and blue 
82. An analo gous color harmony would be made up of 
( ) Yellow, yellqw-green, purple 
( ) Purple, blue-purple, purple-red 
-( ) Yellow, orange, 'b!lue 
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( ) Purple, yellow, green 
83. A violent contrast is more l i kely to be created in a 
( ) Monochromatic harmony 
~ ( ) Analogous harmony 
• 
( ) Complementary harmony 
( ) Neutral harmony 
84. Blue-purple is 
( ) A secondary color 
( ) An intermediate color 
( ) A primary color 
( ) A neutral color 
85. The number of major colors in the color wheel is 
( ) 3 
( ) 6 
( ) 12 
( ) 9 
86. Yellow mixed with blue produces 
( ) Orange 
( ) Yellow-purple 
( ) Yellow-orange 
( ) Green 
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INQUIRY FORM 
(To be answered by each pupil) 
A. What did you like about this method of learning color harmonies? 
Answer the question by drawing a circle around the number to the 
left of each statement which represents something you liked: 
1. Doing and learning things by myself. 
2. Knowing beforehand what was expected of me and working at my 
own speed to accomplish same. 
3. Doing what I liked best to do when I felt like it. 
4. Little teacher interference with my work. 
5. Learning f rom others as I worked on my own problems. 
6. I liked the t~pe of problems I had to do. 
7. What other things did you like: (name them) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
27 
B. What did you dislike about this method of learning color harmonies? 
Answer the question by drawing a circle around the number to the 
left of each statement which r epresents something you disliked. 
l. Having to work too hard to solve my own problems. 
2. Having a list of things to do. 
J. Not enough help from the teacher. 
4. Looking through books for information. 
5. Not enough opportunity to us~ my own ideas. 
6. Certain specific problems. I 1ll name them below. 
1. I disliked everything about this method. 
6. It was too easy for me. 
9. It was too difficult for me. 
10. I felt 11lost 11 most of the time. 
11. The kind of problems I had to do. 
C. Some of the problems were easy for you to do while others were 
difficult. Draw a circle around the number to the left of the 
problems you found EASY to do and a circle around the number to 
the right of the problems you found DIFFICULT. 
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Easy Difficult 
l. The flowing of three primary colors on_ paper for 
color values. 
l. 
2. Paper showing high and low intensities of a two 2. 
color harmony. 
3. Color gradation with a black silhouette in foreground. J. 
4. Color circles floating in space. 4. 
5. Paper showing improvement in color harmony from one 5. 
selected in magazine. 
6. Criticism of pupil color harmonies as ob~erved in their 6. 
clothing. 
1. The painting of color harmonies f or dresses. 1. 
8. The painting of color harmonies for athletic uniforms. 8. 
9. Color harmonies for boy1 s clothing. 9. 
10. Color scheme analysis of the Van Gogh painting. 10. 
Easy 
ll. 
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Difficult 
The application of the Van Gogh color harmony to an in- 11. 
terior. 
12. Painting a poster. 
13. Color harmony for automobile. 
14. Color harmony for truck. 
15. Color scheme for art room. 
D. After checking the list of problems outlined in C, write the 
numbers which were: 
INTERESTING 
---------------------------
UNINTERESTING 
-------------------------
USEFUL 
-------------------------------
USELESS 
-------------------------------
E. What did you like most about this unit? 
F. "What did you dislike most about this unit? 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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CHAPTER III 
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC COLOR HARMONY 
UNIT B 
General staternent of the unit~L-The employment of color harmonies 
may be guided by a few precise and easily applied laws to the end that 
pleasing visual effects may be obtained. Color becomes so much a part 
of us that should we suddenly become unable to distinguish one hue from 
another we would immediately realize our great loss. The principles of 
color arrangements observed in the color wheel require considerable 
practice before they are mastered. 
Delimitation of the unit~ 
1. Some of the color harmonies based on the color wheel are known 
as monochromatic (values of one color), complementary (oppo-
sites), and analogous (neighboring}. 
-2. The six major colors located around equi-distant points on 
the circumference of the color wheel are red, yellow, blue, 
green, orange, and purple. 
3. The color wheel is used as an aid to the study of color 
harmonies. 
4. Red, yellow, and blue are primary colors. 
5. Mixtures of any two primary colors produce a secondary color 
such as red plus yellow to produce orange. 
6. Secondary colors are green (yellow plus blue), purple (red 
1/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 505. 
~ Loc. cit. 
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plus blue)~ orange - (yellow plus red). 
1. Black, gray, and white are neutral colors and combine with any 
color scheme without harm ,to that scheme. 
8. The intermediate colors are those which are located between 
the six major colors and are known as yellow-green, blue-green, 
blue-purple, red-purple, red-orange and yellow-orange. 
9. Hue, value, and intensity are qualities of any color. 
a. Hue distinguishes one color from another. 
b. Value is the degree of light or dark of a color. 
c. I ntensity is the degree of dullness or bfilliancy of a 
color. 
10. A color may be made dull or of low value by mixing it with its 
complement or with black. 
11. A color may be made. lighter or of high value by mixing it with 
white. 
12. Dull colors appear to fall behind while brilliant colors appear 
to advance in space. 
13. Contrasting colors show a strong difference in value. 
14. Clashing colors, which are usually of the same value and of 
strong intensity, cause the apparent illusion of vibration. 
Probable indirect and incidental learning products~/ 
1. Appreciation of beautiful color combinations. 
2. Attitude of critical analysis of color as observed and used 
~ in everyday life situations. 
3. Attitude of self-reliance in the ability to choose pleasing 
1/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 5o6. 
• 
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color harmonies for clothes and interiors. 
4. Enjoyment in the knowle~ge that one can use color successfully 
when the need arises. 
5. The development of a color vocabulary. 
References and materials for the teacher's use?' 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Guptill, Arthur, Color in Rendering and Sketching, Reingold, 
New York, 1935, 34ti p. 
Hicks, Ami Mali, Color in Action, Funk & Wagnalls Company, 
New York, 1937, 255 p. 
Sargent, Walter, Entoyment and Use of Color, Scribners, New 
York, 1923, 27 p. . 
Graves, Maitland, The -Art of Color and Design, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc. New York, 1941, 292 p. 
The unit assignment~-(Approximate time allotment: four weeks, 
five 45-minute periods per week.) 
A. Introductory demonstrations and discussions~/ 
1. Large sheets of cardboard are arranged at the front of the 
room easily visible to all members of the class. On the 
boards, there are displayed outline drawin~of the female 
figure. Hanging on a wire nearby are cut-out patterns in 
colored paper simulating wearing apparel such as shirts, 
skirts, sweaters, dresses. Pupils are invited to "dress-
up 11 the figure by attaching the clothing of their choice 
to compose pleasing color arrangements. Pupils and teacher 
will discuss the following questions: 
y Roy o. Billett, op. cit., P• 509 · 
?J Ibid., p. 506. 
ll Ibid.' p. 596. 
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PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 5 
Introduction to unit activity with pupil participation. 
a. Vihich figure seems to be wearing a pleasing color harmony? 
Why? 
b. How may we change certain articles of clothing to better 
a poor or harsh example illustrated at the board? 
c. Is there a need for us to understand basic laws of color 
harmony in order to dress the figures in pleasing colors? 
d. Does any member of the class dress according to any definite 
color scheme? 
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 6 
Introductory activity illustrating the mixtures of col-
ored water to show how primary colors produce secondary 
colors. Student demonstrator. 
2. Six bottles of colored water~ namely red, yellow, and blue, 
(primary colors) are arranged on a table. A pupil is asked 
39 
to select a bottle of one color and pour it into a bottle of 
another color. A change of hue will take place. That change 
vnll be illustrated on a piece of white paper, illustrating 
overlapping bottle shapes, to show that a bottle of red when 
overlapped with a bottle of yellow will produce an orange 
• 
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(a secondary color). A yellow bottle overlapping a blue bottle 
will produce green (another secondary coler), and a third 
secondary color is produced by overlapping a red with a blue 
bottle to make purple. A discussion will now take place and 
will lead to the fact that these 6 basic colors are outlined 
for us on the color wheel to be used for further study. 
General study and activity guide~/ 
1. Yol~ instructor will give you a sheet of paper upon which you 
will see drawings of overlapping jars. You are to paint each 
jar a different primary color. In the areas where the jars 
overlap, you will paint the color resulting from the mixture 
of the two primary color s involved. Be able to distinguish 
primary colors from secondar y colors. Why are they called 
"primary" and "secondary"? Locate them on the color wheel. 
•rry to recall the color locations from memory. 
(1: 57) (3: 1-12) 
2. Select any two colors located at opposite sides of the color 
wheel. Use sheet marked "A 11 • Paint the primary color in the 
large circle and _its complement (opposite) in the small cir-
cle . On a piece of scrap paper try mixtures of the colors 
in varying proportions. Then select your most pleasing mix-
t ure and paint a sample in the rectangle of sheet 11A 11 • What 
has happened to the brilliant colors due to the mixture (the 
hue in the rectangle)? Has the ·color (hue) in the rectangle 
!/Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 503. 
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become more or less intense? Has the value changed? Why? 
3. Paint a value scale using any one color of your choice. Show 
seven degrees from lightest to darkest. (check 1: 33 for names 
of each degree). You may paint your samples directly on the 
scale, or you may paint many samples on a separate piece of paper 
first, and cut them out, evaluate the values, paste them in 
place on the scale. Use sheet 11B11 for this. Make certain 
you learn what makes a color lighter or darker in this exper-
iment. (1: 79-36) (2: 30-33) (4: 74) 
4. Study color schemes (color combinations based on the color 
wheel) and the names by which they are called. When you 
feel ready to apply what you have learned, work on sheet number 
one. This sheet shows three pictures of a girl wearing the 
same dress. Paint each dress in the color scheme called for 
under each figure. Try for differences in values and inten-
sities. In the rectangles below each figure, paint samples 
of the colors used. 
(1: 54-60) (2: 32) (3: 1-12) (4: 74-49) (5: 488) (6: 59-69) 
5. Sheet number two shows three suits and additional wearing 
apparel for boys. Paint the first in a monochromatic color 
harmony; the second, in a complementary color harmony; the 
third, in an analogous color harmony. Use some neutral colors. 
(3: 1-12) 
6. Select a small package or wrapper from some item on your home 
pantry shelf and cut out the front face. Paste this sample on 
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a piece of white paper. Analyse the color scheme. Reproduce 
each color in its proper value and intensity on the band drawn 
below the illustration. Use the same proportion of color in 
the band as that found in the illustration. Letter the name 
of the color scheme under the band. The layout for this problem 
will be found on the bulletin board. 
Optional related activities~ 
1. Analyse the color harmony of the wearing apparel you have on 
today. 1iatch each color for value and intensity with the actual 
material. · Use the drawing of the model and paint a reproduction 
of your clothing in exact color and style. 
a. Yfuat color harmony are you wearing? 
b. If you are not wearing a specific color harmony, can you 
describe what colors you have on and why you have selected 
the particular combination? 
TYPE your answers on the back of the paper. 
2. Sheet 11D11 shows a drawing of a tie in outline form. Create a 
surface design for the tie. Paint the background color first. 
Paint additional colors for the surface design or designs. Use 
one intense color and two values of another color. Name the 
color harmony created in the space under the tie. Recommend the 
color of the shirt to be worn with the tie and the color of the 
suit to complete the combination. 
3. Sheet number two shows two high-school athletic uniforms used 
!f Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 507. 
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for football and for basketball. Paint what you consider to 
be appropriate color harmonies for each. Name the harmonies 
under each uniform. Consider the following questions as you 
paint: 
a. What is the advantage or disadvantage in using school colors 
for all athletic uniforms? Belmont High School colors are 
blue and red. 
b . Does the color of the uniform make a sport more attractive 
to all concerned? Why? 
c. Explain the effect your color schemes will have on the vision 
of the players. Of the spectators. 
4. In your readings, have you discovered additional color harmonies 
not used so far in our study? If so, prepare a color wheel or 
chart (same size as samples at the board) to show~ they are 
and where they are located on the color wheel. Explain your 
findings to the class. Arrange to schedule time and date with 
the i nstructor. 
5. Sheet number f ive illustrates the outline of a modern truck. 
Decide what t he truck is to be used f or. Consider small in-
dustries in our town who coul d use such a truck. Paint it in 
a color harmony which will relate to the product carried or 
service rendered. For e:x:ample, a laundry might use white; a 
florist, green. Name the color harmony used and the reason 
for its selection. Use the back of the paper f or your answers. 
6. Sheet number four shows a drawing of an automobile. Paint a 
• 
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color combination to create the following effect: 
a. EXTERIOR--Low intensity hue of any value. 
b. INTERIOR--An intermediate color, or colors, in harmony with 
the exterior. 
NOTE: The rectangular patch behind the automobile represents the 
fabric used inside the car. 
7. Form a group with two or three classmates to help arrange a 
window display on "Color Harmony in Objects from Everyday Life". 
Gather together objects such as socks, ties, shirts, skirts, hats, 
vases, pottery, book jackets, jewelr,y, and so on. Label each 
item and state the color harmony it displays. Your i nstructor 
will designate a section of the room to use for the display. 
This is your chance to do something worthwhile to help others 
better understand the values of color harmony in selected 
objects of everyday life. 
8. Prepare a check list of color harmonies or lack of color harmo-
nies in the everyday wearing apparel of classmates. Select your 
examples as you see pupils walking along the corridors and as 
they gather in your various classes. Analyse at least twenty 
cases. State first the colors worn, the value and intensity of 
each color and the overall color harmony if any. A sample check 
list marked 11C11 may be used. Arrange with the instructor for a 
presentation of your findings to other members of the class • 
Designate each pupil by a number--never by name. 
• 
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Pooling and sharing of experiences. 
1. The results of experiments will be exhibited and discussed with 
teacher and student participation. 
2. Panel discussions on "Color Harmonies in Home, Dress, or in 
Posters 11 will be presented by those who worked on these problems. 
3. Committees assigned to special areas will report to the class 
on problems encountered and the solving of same. 
4. Those students par ticipating in sports will hold round table 
discussions and evaluate the results of the problem in "Color 
for Athletic Uniforms." 
References for the pupil's use~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
Collins, Rose, and -Olive L. Riley, Art Appreciation, Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, New York, 1939. 
Craig, Hazel Thompson, and Ola · Day Rush, Clothes with Character, 
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1941. 
Donovan; Dulcie G ~, The Mode in Dress and Home, Allyn and Bacon, 
Boston, 1939. 
Greer, Carlotta c., Your Home and You, Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 
1943, 750 p. 
Hopkins, Marguerit e Stotts, Dress Design and Selection, The 
MacMillan Company, New Y.ork, 193S. 
VanDuzer, Adelaide Laura, Everyctay Living for Girls, J. B. 
Lippincott Company, Chic~go, 1936 • 
1/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 509 
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COLOR HARMONY TEST 
Directions. Read each statement carefully. Choose the best answer 
from the f our possibilities outlined below each statement. Make a 
cross mark in the parentheses at the left of the best answer. 
1. Red may be r educed to gray by mixing it with 
2. 
J. 
( ) white 
( ) blue 
(.X ) green 
( ) yellow 
Blue and orange f orm a color harmony known as 
(X) complementary ( ) analogous 
( ) monochromatic ( ) neutral 
A secondary color is pr oduced by mixing red with 
( ) orange ( ) black 
( ) green (X) blue 
4. Hue is the word that means the same as 
( ) value 
(I ) color 
5. Complementary colors are 
( ) neutral 
( ) intensity 
( ) yellow and green ( ) blue and yellow 
(I ) orange and blue 
6. An analogous color harmony would be made up of 
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( ) yellow, yellow-green, purple (l:) purple, blue-purple, red-purple 
( ) yellow, orange, blue ( ) purple, yellow, green 
7. A violent contrast is more likely to be created in a 
( ) monochromatic harmony 
(X) complementary harmony 
( ) analogous harmony 
( ) neutral harmony 
• 
8. ; l . Blue-pruple is 
( ) a secondary color (X) an intermediate color 
( ) a primary color ( ) a neutral color 
9. The number of major colors in the color wheel is 
c) 3 
( ) 12 
(X) 6 
( ) 9 
10. Yellow mixed with blue produces 
( ) orange ( ) yellow-purple 
( ) yellow-orange (X) green 
ll. The best color combinations show a difference in 
( ) hue 
(X) value 
( ) intensity 
( ) brilliance 
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12. A strong intensity red letter is most effective on a background of 
(X) yellow ( ) orange 
( ) dark blue ( ) green 
13. Clashing colors are usually of 
(K) strong intensity ( :). low .value 
( ) weak intensity ( ) high value 
14. A small amount of green mixed with red will 
( ) intensify the red (X) lower the value of red 
( ) change the hue of red 
15. Red mixed with yellow produces 
( ) a primary color 
( ) a neutral color 
( ) result in a higher value red 
(X) a secondary color 
( ) an intermediate color 
• 
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16. Blue added to orange in mixture will produce 
(X) a dull orange 
( ) a high value orange 
17. White added to any major color results in 
( ) a lower value 
( } a stronger intensity 
18. An intense red mixed with some green will 
(X) weaken its intensity 
( ) strengthen its brilliance 
( ) an intense orange 
( ) a brilliant orange 
(X) a higher value 
( ) a neutr~l color 
( ) strengthen its intensity 
( ) wea~en the value 
*19. The best color combi nations show a difference in 
( ) hue 
(X) value 
( ) intensity 
( } brilliance 
*20. A strong intensity red letter is most effective on a backgound of 
(X) yellow 
( ) dark blue 
( ) orange 
( ) green 
*21. Clashing colors are usually of 
(K) strong intensity ( ) low value 
( ) weak intensity ( ) high value 
22. A value scale is used to 
( ) weigh color crystals 
(X) show degrees of light and 
dark of a color 
23. A monochromatic color harmony would show 
( ) different shades of two colors 
( ) different tints of two colors 
* Same as question numbers 11-12-13. 
( ) measure powder paints 
( ) check the values of 
light rays 
(~) different values of one color 
( ) one value of one color 
• 
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Directions. Read each statement carefully. Write the missing word 
or words in every blank space. 
24. Blue and ORANGE form a comple~entary color scheme. 
25. An Ali!LOGOUS color scheme is composed of two or more neighboring colors. 
26. A MONOCHROMATIC color scheme is one using different values of one color. 
27. Two opposite colors on the color wheel make a COMPLEMENTARY color scheme. 
28. Blue and its values obtained by adding white form a MONOCHROMATIC scheme. 
29. Yellow-orange and blue-purple combine to form a COMPL&~NTARY color scheme. 
30. The primary colors are RED, YELLOW, BLUE. 
31. The secondary colors are ORANGE, GREEN, PURPLE. 
- . 
32. The color wheel whow (how many) _£_ major colors. 
33. A color located in-between two major colors is called an INTEFlliffiDIATE color. 
34. Red mixed with YELLOW produces orange. 
35. Red mixed with BLACK produces dark red. 
36. Blue mixed with YELLOW produces green. 
37. Blue mixed with YiHITE produces light blue. 
38. Blue mixed with RED produces pUrple·. ::.. 
39. Orange mixed vdth YELLOW produces yellow-orange. 
40. Black, green, and red form a color scheme called COMPLEMENTARY. 
41. Black, white, and gray are called NEUTRAL colors. 
42. Red-orange, orange, yellow-orange and white form a color scheme called 
ANALOGOUS. 
43. Gray, white, light blue, dark blue form a color scheme called 
MONOCHRON"J.ATIC. 
44. Yellow-green is located between YELLOW and GREEN on the color wheel • 
45. Dark colors . are LOW in value. 
5o 
46. A value scale measures the DEGREE of light or dark of a color. 
47. The dark tones are located at the (position) BOTTOM of a value scale. 
48. A brilliant color is a color of STRONG i ntensity. 
49. Black mixed with red will REDUCE the value of red. 
50. Green mixed with red will REDUCE the value of red. 
51. Any color mixed with its COMPLEMENT will lower its value. 
52. The color wheel ~hows (How many) 6 intermediate colors. 
e . 
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VISUAL TEST ** COLOR HARMONY 
Indicate your answer to each question by writing the proper number 
of the item in the parentheses provided for you below each question. 
Example: What items include the color blue? 
(Suppose item 1-3-6-9- have blue, then your answer 
would show: 
(l) (3) (6) (9) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1. Which items show a monochromatic color scheme? 
() () () () () () () () () 
2. Which items show an analogous color scheme? 
() () () () () () () () () 
3. Which items show a complementary color scheme? 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .( ) 
4. Which items include one or more primary colors? 
() () () () () () () () () 
5. Which items include one or more secondary colors? 
() () () () () () () () () 
6. Which items include colors light in value? 
() () () () () () () () () 
7. Which items include one or more neutral colors? 
() () () () () () ()'() () 
8. Which items include colors of strong intensities? 
() () () () () () () () () 
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 1 
Layout of articles used in visual test. Each article 
is numbered. 
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Inquiry Form 
Unit B 
A. What did you like about this method of learning color harmonies? 
Answer the question by drawing a circle around the number to the 
left of each statement which represents something you liked: 
l. Doing and learning things by myself. 
2. Knowing beforehand what was expected of me and working at 
nw own speed to accomplish same. 
). Doing what I liked best to do when I felt like it. 
4. Little teacher interference with my work • 
.5. Learning from others as I worked on my own problems. 
6. I liked the type of problems I had to do. 
7. What other thi ngs did you like: (Name them) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
.54 
B. What did you ciislike about this method of learning color harmonies? 
Answer the question by drawing a circle around the number to the 
left of each statement which represents something you disliked. 
1. Having to work too hard to solve my own problems. 
2. Having a list of things to do. 
3. Not enough help from the teacher. 
4. Looking through books f or information • 
.5. l~ot enough opportunity to use my own ideas. 
55 
6. Certain specific problems. I'll name them below. 
7. I disliked everything about this method. 
8. It was too easy for me. 
9. It was too difficult for me. 
10. I felt "lost" most of the time. 
C. Some of the problems were easy for you to do while others were 
difficult. Draw a circle aro1md the number to the left of the 
problems you found EASY to do and a circle around the number to 
the right of the problems you found DIFFICULT. Draw a line through 
the problems you did not have time to do. 
Easy Difficult 
1. The overlapping jars of primary colors. 1. 
2. Complementary mixture using large and small circles of 2. 
color. 
3. Painting of a value scale. 3. 
4. Painting color harmonies for three dresses. 4. 
5. Painting color harmonies for boys 1 suits 5. 
6. Reproduction of color scheme f rom a label or wrapper 6. 
7. Analysis and painting of exact colors worn by you on 7. 
any particular day. 
8. Painting a color scheme for a tie. 8. 
9. Color harmonies for athlatic uniforms. 9. 
10. Preparation of color. 10. 
11. Color harmony for truck. 11. 
12. Color hannony for automobile. 12. 
13. Window display on color harmony. 13. 
14. Check list shoring color harmonies worn by your 
classmates. 
D. After checking the list of problems outlined in c, write 
the numbers which were: 
INTERESTING 
-----------------------
UNINTERESTING 
--------------------
USEFUL 
---------------------------
USELESS 
--------------------------
E. What did you like most about this unit? 
F. What did you dislike most about this unit? 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Summary 
No color study of any nature had been assigned to the partici-
pating pupils prior to the unit on "Color Harmony". This planned 
situation in addition to the fact that the students were unfamiliar with 
the procedures involved in unit teaching and learning exposed the unit 
method to a severe test. 
All problems within the framework of the topic were made no more 
diffictut than the grade level of student understanding and accom-
plishment. The problems related directly to the students' environ-
ment in the world of color as applied to their clothing, their homes, 
and their value judgements as intelligept consumers of art products. 
The students, as a group, demonstrated a low level of ability 
to follow the simple directions as outlined on the "Study and Activity 
Guide"V Although each and every student had possession of his own 
guide, he fell more toward the tendency to do as his neighbor was doing 
rather than to follow directions outlined for each problem. It seemed 
to be a terrible chore to investigate for themselves the material for 
solving problems even though books were recommended in code at the 
end of each problem. The question, "Did you follow directions?" 
resulted in an answer in the negative. Something had to be done to 
correct the situation. :The :Wi-iter:'decided to check who was studying 
!/Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 508 
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as well as applying paint. A simple test on the color wheel was devel-
oped~/ It was not in the illlit originally, but would serve a purpose 
now. The knowledge of the locations of colors around the color wheel 
is essential for the intelligent interpretation of color combinations 
that make for color harmony. There were six color locations, but any 
one mistake made the whole thing wrong. Eighteen failed to identify 
the proper locations after 2 weeks so-called study. The same test, 
with additions of intermediate color l ·ocations, was given two weeks 
later. Most students learned the 12 locations but 10 failed. Seven 
failed both tests. Seven did not learn; 21 knew color locations in 
both tests; 15 did not know the first test but passed the second. 
The information obtained from the results of questions on the 
Inquiry Form indicates that all the pupils involved in this study, with 
no exceptions, liked everything about the unit method~ None found the 
work too difficult, but two indicated that the work was too easy. It 
was no surprise to find that the outstanding element of the unit was 
the fact that the pupils knew beforehand what was expected of themV 
and co~d accomplish the work at their own speed. This brings out the 
true value of preparing the "Pupil Study and Activity Guide" and the 
list of "Optional Related Activities 11 as required and outlined in 
"Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching 11¥/ 
y Refer to diagram on page 53. 
Y Refer to 1-abulation of answers on"questions A and B; page 74 • 
Jl Refer to photograph number 8 on page 70. 
~ Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940. 
PHOTOGRA~H NUMBER 8 
Explanation by the teacher of the unit procedure. Each 
student has a copy of "Pupil Study and Activity Guide 11 • 
Misunderstandings are clarified during this period of 
discussion. 
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Approximately twenty-three per cent of the pupils disliked looking 
through books for information. The same number of pupils felt that the 
unit offered little opportunity to use their own ideas, although none 
of the pupils approached the teacher with the suggestion to work on 
something other than that outlined for them within the scope of the 
d 1 . •t t• lf e ~ a ~on~ However, there was complete freedom of expression in 
ll Refer to pages il and 35. 
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the selection of color harmonies within the framework of the color 
wheel as the reader will note. 
For purposes of evaluation, unit A included a work progress chart, 
an objective test f eaturing true-false and multiple-choice items to 
check the degree of learning. Unit B included a work progress chart, an 
objective test of multiple-choice and recall type items, a visual color 
test, and a progress test based on the location of colors around the 
color wheel. The gains in learning based in the objective tests showed 
for unit A a low of-4 and a high of 55; for unit B, a low of 4 and a 
high of 32. The times consumed in taking the objective test prove.d 
interesting. Unit A showed a fast completion time of seven minutes 
to a slow completion time of 20 minutes for the pre-unit test. The 
\ 
post-unit test times were twelve minutes fast to twenty-four slow. Unit 
B showed a fast completion time of eight minutes to a slow completion 
time of 30 minutes for the pre-unit test: a fast time of six minutes 
to a slow time of twenty minutes for the post-unit test. 
The comparision of figures based on information from the inquiry 
y . 
forms of both units reveal that unit B produced more and better 
work, the graphs£/ showing the results of the objective tests indicate 
that more and better learning took place in unit B. This unit pro-
duced two students who knew all the answers to the test. One such 
pupil had investigated additional color harmonies not used in our 
study¥ This was an optional related activity and proved that the pupil 
!/ Refer to pages 75 and J6. 
y Refer to pages 77 and 78. 
Jl Refer to page 73. 
gathered enough material to gain the top score in the test. 
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBER 9 
Pooling and sharing of experiences. Pupil explains 
color harmony and its application to other problems . 
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COtJPLEivf€NT ARY 
MONOCHROMATIC 
ANALOOOUS R-0 
ACCENTED NEUTRAL 
SPLIT CO:EiPL~rENT 
:OOUBLE SPLIT COMPLEMENT 
TRIADI C 
• 
SUMMARY OF 
DESIRABLE QUALITIES ABOUT THE UNIT 
FROM INQUIRY FORM OF UNITS A AND B 
(Arranged according to pupil selection) 
UNIT UNIT 
A. B 
28 34----I\nowing beforehand what was expected of me and working 
at my own speed to accomphish same. 
23 30----Doing what I liked best to do when I felt like it. 
23 17----I liked the t ype of problems I had to do. 
23 16----Doing and learning things by myself. 
9 12----Learning from others as I worked on my own problems. 
4 10----Little teacher interference with my work. 
UNIT UNIT 
A B 
SUMMARY OF 
UNDESIRABLE QUALITIES ABOUT THE UNIT 
FROM INQUIRY FORM OF UNITS A AND B 
(Arranged according to pupil selection) 
13 --- 11--:...-No opportunity to use. my own ideas. 
12 10----Looking through books for information. 
8 6----Not enough help from the teacher. 
5 3----I felt "lost 11 most of the time. 
2 4----Having a list of things to do. 
2 2----Having to work too hard to solve my own problems • 
1 1----It was too easy for me. 
0 0----It was too difficult for me. 
0 0----I disliked everything about this method. 
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RESULTS OF INQUIRY FORM 
UNIT A 
- PUPIL STUDY AND ACTIVITY GUIDE~ M 
s:: 
~ 0 bD ·r-1 s:: -j.) 0 -j.) 
-j.) 
·r-1 Ol 
-j.) () 3 -j.) Q) () "' Ol H 3 (/) Problem Problem "' ~ () Q) Q) Ol Ct-t · r-1 ~ H ~ Co-l Q) Number Completed Ol -j.) ~ Ct-t Q) Q) .-t 
·rl ((! Ol Ct-t ~ ·r-1 Ol Q) by -j.) Ol "' •rl g t::> (/) 
"' s:: 
~ Q H 0 
U) 0 
l 39 pupils ll 28 27 12 ll 9 15 4 
2 34 If 25 9 31 9 10 ll 13 2 
3 37 II 32 5 38 2 19 8 6 4 
4 25 II 13 12 26 2 5 14 7 8 
5 6 II 6 0 ll 16 13 2 8 2 
6 0 II 0 0 31 6 17 5 18 4 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
l 31 II 30 l 33 5 21 0 '18 l 
2 33 II 26 7 32 5 20 4 12 l 
3 28 II 23 5 29 4 13 4 13 2 
4 3 II 3 0 3 15 5 6 6 2 
5 2 
" 2 0 2 18 5 9 9 l 
6 0 II 0 0 7 7 6 l 3 l 
7 34 II 27 7 33 0 19 2 7 2 
• 
8 26 II 15 ll 24 3 13 2 3 4 
9 2 It l l 5 ll 5 3 4 3 
RESULTS OF INQUIRY FORM 
UNIT B 
PUPIL STUDY AND ACTIVITY GUIDE 
~ ~ 0 
0 +) +) 
+) 0 3 0 
'"' Problem Problem 
'"' 
(H 0 
(H fll ·l'"i Number Completed fll •r-t ~ (H 
·r-1 +) fll (H by +) 
'"' ~ ·r-1 
'"' 
fll q s:: (/) :::> 
1 45 pupils 42 3 42 2 
2 45 II 41 4 44 0 
3 44 II 32 12 30 11 
4 44 II 42 2 35 7 
5 42 It 33 9 19 25 
6 27 II 27 0 25 8 
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES 
1 39 II 39 0 23 6 
2 31 II 30 1 24 13 
3 17 II 16 1 17 6 
4 1 
" 
1 0 1 3 
5 18 II 16 2 19 3 
6 18 II 18 0 23 2 
7 0 II 0 0 0 3 
8 5 II 5 0 7 6 
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bO 
gp s:: •l'"i 
+) 
·l'"i fll 
+) Q) 
fll H fll · Q) Q) 3 fll H ~ Q) Q) (H r-1 +) 
·r-1 Q) Q) s:: § fll fll H :::> :::> 
17 12 21 3 
13 16 21 3 
23 7 25 3 
29 6 21 5 
11 15 14 5 
15 9 8 11 
18 4 12 4 
20 6 9 3 
12 3 9 1 
4 2 6 2 
11 5 10 3 
15 3 7 3 
0 2 3 1 
3 2 6 1 
RESULTS OF OBJECTIVE TEST = UNIT B 
Key: blue; pre-unit scores 
red; gains in learning 
blue plus red; post-unit scores 
Vertical numbers represent pupils 
Horizontal numbers represent points scored 
Highest possible score = 49 
Average score: pre-test = 22.4; post-test = 41.3 
Average gain : 18.9 
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D1 
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i~ 
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22 
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~6 
~~ 
29 
~~ ~~ 
j~ 
39 
10 20 
RESULTS OF OBJECTIVE TEST--UNIT A 
Key: blue; pre-unit scores 
red; gains in learning 
30 
red plus blue; post-unit scores 
black; two pupils who show negative gain 
Vertical numbers represent pupils 
Horizontal numbers represent points scored 
Highest possible ~core = 86 
Average scores: pre-test = 48; post-test = 70 
Average gain = 22 
40 
CONCLUSION 
The results of the presentation of the two units should clearly 
indicate that unit B was far superior to unit A. The statement of 
the units remained the same as did the delimitation, but changes 
which brought forth better results were made in the general study and 
activity guide and the optional related activities~ The objective 
test for unit B was far superior to that of unit A through the elimi-
nation of the true-false items. Recall-type items based on the same 
aims reduced to a minimum the tendency to guess the answers in the 
new test. 
Questions nineteen, twenty and twenty-one were written exactly 
the same as questions eleven, twelve and thirteen in order to check 
those pupils who guessed. Only eight out of forty-five had changed 
their answers f rom one set of questions to the other. This made for 
a more reliable testing and measuring instrument. A visual test was 
added to unit B to further check the learning that took place. 
Twenty-eight pupils f ailed to get a single item out of eight possi-
bilities in the pre-unit attempt. Thi s indicated a felt need for 
the study of color harmony as observed in everyday invironment. In 
the post-unit test all but one pupil demonstrated that he could 
analyse the color harmonies of the same objects. More rex-o-graphed 
drawings were introduced i n the work outlined in the general study 
and activity guide in unit B. The fact that unit A provided no help 
in this respect made for much waste of time, as the pupils were 
1( Refer to * on pages 15-16-18-19. 
79 
Bo 
forced to create arrangements and compositions of shapes as well as 
prepare color harmonies. The inqui~J form for unit B was more reli-
able because of a simple yet important request in section C. It read, 
"Draw a line through the problems you did not have time to do." This 
procedure forced the pupil to evaluate only those problems on which 
he had worked. In unit A, the results of the inquiry form showed 
that pupils had evaluated all the problems without a sound working 
basis for judgment. 
The illustrations of the 'pupils' work demonstrates that they have 
been exposed to the solving of practical, every-day color problems 
related to their environment. The quality of the results prove that 
color harmony can be taught successfully by applying the basic prin-
, 
ciples and procedures as outlined in Fundamentals of Secondary-School 
y , 
Teaching. Data related to the units show clearly that unit const rue-
tion must and can be impr oved from year to year if it is to be bene-
ficial to those who teach and those who learn. 
1/ Roy o. Billett, ·Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, Houghton 
- Mifflin Company, 1940. 
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APPENDIX A 
Pupils' _Paintings on Unit A 
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APPENDIX B 
Pupils' Paintings on Unit B 
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APPENDIX C 
Study and Activity Guide 
• 
,.. 
.:.~. 
COLOR HARUONY 
PUPIL STUDY AND ACTIVITY G UID!S 
··~:Jr::..." :i .. nstructor wHl f.',ive you a sheet of paper upon which you will see 
-0~;o'.v:'"lnr;s of overlapping jars., You are to paint each jar a different 
primary colorn In the areas where t he jar s overlap, you will paint the 
color resultinf., from the mixture of the two pri mary col ors involved. 
De able to distinquish primary colors f rom secondary color s. l'lhy are 
they called "primary" and '' secondary"? Locate them on the color vmeel. 
Try to recal l the color l ocations from memor y. 
~1:57) (3:1-12 ) 
Select &!Y two colors located at opposi te sides of t he col or wheel. 
r~se sheat marked "A". Paint the primary color in the l ar:7.e ci rcle ami 
ilis co·nplement (oppos ite) in the small circle. On a piece of scrap paper 
tr-.t mixtures of the colors in varyin~ propor tions o Then select your most 
pleasing mixture and paint a sample in the rectancle of sheet 11 A''. What 
has happened t o the brilliant colors due to the mixture ( t he hue i n the 
+ 1 ) ') rec..,ans..-.e . Has the color (hue) in the rectangle become more or l ess 
int;nse? Has the value chanr,ed? Why? 
3. Pai.nt. a value s cale usin~ any one color of your choice • . Show seven 
-l0f.'.'l·ees f'rom li~;htest t o darkest. (check 1:33 for names of each der,ree). 
You ~ay paint your sam·oles iirectly on the scale, or you :1ay paint many 
sa~nles on a separate piece of paper first, and cut t~em out, evaluate 
the values, pas t e t h0m :tn place on the scale. Use !'lheet " B'' f or this . 
~:ake certain you learn what -:nakes a color lir,hter or darker in this 
experi:nent. 
(1:79~-36) (2 :3Q-J3) (4 :74) 
.... -
;•j __ ';' ~::>lm. scher:-~P-s (color co-:':lb ·ina!:,ions base:i on the colo:r wheel) and 
"'~--~~ t:. "3 b~ · rinich t hey ar e callei. 'Nhen you feel ready to annly what 
'·1c..•r:: learNo:l, •;,rork on sheet nu":br;r 011e . This sheet sho-:rf; three 
n:.·~ tures of a ,,·irl v-:earinr; the same dress . Paint each dress in the 
r;21.or scheme called for under each f i GUre. Try for -:ii fferenc8s in values 
c:;:d intensities. In the rectansles below each fi~ure , paint sa':lples 
,,,_ \:.he colors used. 
(1:54-60) (2:32) (3:1-12) (4:74-79 ) (.5:431-433) (6:.59-69) 
5" Sheet mr~ber two shows three suits a nd a.d-:iitional wearing apparel for 
boys o Paint the first in a "!lonochro:rratic color h:trmony; t he s econd, 
in a conT)le':!entary color harmohy; the third, in an analor.:ous color 
harmonyo Use some neutral colors. 
(J :l-12) (4:74.-79) (6:59-69) 
L'o Select a small packa-e or -.·;rapper f rom some item on your home pantry 
s helf anJ cut out the front face. Pas t.e this sample on a piece of 
nine by twelve inch (9" x 12n) pa.per.. Analyse t.he color schemeo Repro-
duce each color in its proper value an.l i ntensity with a band (one inch 
by three in<::~-Jes) drawn bclmv the ill us !:.ration, Use the same pr oportion 
of col or in the band as that found in the illustration. Letter the name 
of t~e color scheme under the ba!l.d. The layout for t his problem wil l be 
f ouni on the bulletin boardo 
NOTE: Use transparent water-color (paint boxes) or opaque water- color 
(jars) or both to help ~olve your problems in this study. 
I~ 
APPENDIX D 
Optional Related Activities 
- . 
Opt ional Re atcd Activitiee 
f'i:' -r.qlue a··d intr=msi. ty wi.th t h e a ctual !Tiaterial. Use the ira....-r::_n,... ,~"' t-:. 
'.o'! ~-'"i nqin t.. @. renro~luct·ion of ;'/">111' elothinr; in ex~ ct color ~mi styl~ 
'i'YF r.: y-:-mr n. ·1~ ·::~rs on the back 'lf !:.he pa~er. 
::1e2::, 11 :i'' s~o-:;s a irawinr: of a tiA in outli:"'e form. Create a surface ·iesir;n 
for ·Ghe t-ie. Paint the back~r':lu~' 1 c ::>lar first. Paint ;1.-l..iit'i.onal C:)lors fo .. 
·0hG :::urfaee i8SiJ;;n or des:i,r.;ns. Use one intense color an':i t;'ti ::> V<'!lucs of annthc;r 
~ •• 1 .• color of the shirt to be worn with the tic and the color of the s:Jit. to c:Jrn·,:"!lE:,, 
.f.,:·w combina tion. 
~ hcG·t. ml'Tlber tl\"0 shows t.wo hir.h-school athletic uniforms use:l for f oo tball nn:l 
.~or IJo.sketball. Paint what you C')n~i. :Ier to be appropriate color l1ar'110nies for 
e:?..ch. ~J ~.,e the har'l'lon:i.(~S under ench U'liform. Co11sider the followinr questions 
unif~r·:JS? Bel "'1::>:1t ~H r-h Scho8l colors ace blue arv1 re:l. 
b. Jons the color Df' the unifor"'l or:al{e a sport more att.ractive to all c ·:J 1c~r:1e U :i •· 
c. f.:xplai!l the effect y:Jur color sci1ern"s ·~Till have :Jn thfl vision of t ··1e ~~·layers . 
Jf the spectators • 
.A h. :;:n y:mr readi nr:;s, havf:'! you .liscovere .i e. :lJ l tional color harr~:)n i.os rn t used so 
fnr in our st- dy'i If so, prepare a color wheel :Jr chart. (name s ize as s am.le::; 
a::. the board) t.o sbow wha.!:_ the-.t are and where they are located on t~1e co .or vfh,''91. 
t;; plai n your fin 'lin~s to t he class. Arran u:e to schedule time and date wit h t 3 
-Ln:::;tructor . 
l 
•. . 
r;. She2t !mmber fiv~ illustrates the outline of a modern true}~. Llee:i.de 
-r::1:rc the truck is to he used. for . Consider small in :lustries hl 012r 
t.('wn who c:Juld use such a t,ruck . Paint it. :i..n a color hnr1 1ony ~;_r1.:j_r;:·, 
Yd ll relate to the pro'iuct c arl'!.e:_, or service :rendered. For r""~~~::_r,,;·..:.;, 
r~ laundry rni;:;ht use whi. te; ~ florist, green. Na::1e t.he color har<n')·.-~;;~ 
ERFd and ·'·he rea~ on for i. ts selection ~ Use the b e1 ck of the \)apP.:.· foc-
' yo1tr :J.mw,rr~rs. 
6. .Sheet number four shows a irawing of an automooile. Paint a color 
co·'ll.Jination to c:;.~ca te the f01lowi.ne effect: 
:1. F.XrE11IOR-Loi"f intensity hue of any value. 
b. D!l'r<;RIOR- -An interme iiate colc.n•, or col:>rs, in har~ony 1·-.rith 
the ext 0rior . 
;nr·~ ~ T!le rec'c,am::ul ar patch behind the mJto"'lobi le reprf):=JG~ t s tho 
fabric used insi.je the car. 
iisnJ.ay ::m ''Color !hrmany in Oh j e:.~ts from H.:veryl ay L1.fe". GA t.he;.~ 
t.'J~P.ther ohjRcts such as s~cks , ties , shirts, skir ts, hnts , vases, 
'Jottery, book ,jackets, .iewr:lrys and so on. Label P.:"!Cl-J i. t.P.vn an i 
st.ri.te the color !13I'';'l:::my it li.s"lnys. Your insLruct or will iesiPn~te 
a section of t he room to use for the :iisnlay. This i.s :rmr c:,a.,ce 
t::J io s:J:nethinr; worthwhile to he lp others better. un·ler:>tn.n :i t11 e 
values of color har:!lon;,' in se.lecte ..-1 objects of ev-ery·:b.y life. 
~. Prepare a check list of c:Jlor harr1onies or lack of color har:Jonies 
in t~1e ever;y .i.1.y Ymarinc aprar(~l of classmates. Sele ct :YOUr examples 
as you see pupils walkinJ?: along t,he corridors and a s t!-:ey rather :in 
your vari.ous classes. Ana l yse at J:east twenty c r:~.s ~s . State first 
the color s worn, the value ;:;.n1 i ntensity of each color an:i t lw over-
a l l color harrnony if any. A s :-1:-nple check l ist marl-::erl ' C" _vnay be user. 
1 . rr::tn ~e 'Ni.th tl-1e instructor fo a present~ti. on of your fin· inc-s to 
• 
APPENDIX E 
Test 
COLOR. HARMONY Tft'BT 
·-·_rec-t :..ons. Read each statement careful ly. Choose the best answer f rom 
four possibilities outli.ned bel ow each statement. !!ake a cross mark i n 
e the ~arentheses at t he left of t he best answer. 
J.. Red TTJay be reduced to ~ay by mixin~ it with 
( ) vtnite ( ) green 
( ) blue ( ) yel low 
2. Bl ue and oran~e f orm a color harmony known as 
( ) complementary ( ) analogous 
( ) monochromatic ( ) neutral 
~ . A secondary color i s produced by mixing r ed with 
( ) orange ( ) black 
( ) green ( ) blue 
4o Hue i s the word t.hat means the same as 
( ) value 
( ) color 
5. Complementary color s are 
( ) yel low and creen 
( ) orange and blue 
( ) neutral 
( ) intensity 
( ) blue and yellow 
Go An analogous color harmony would be made up of 
. ' 
-c,nc 
( ) yellow, yellow-~een, purple ( ) purple, blue-purpl e, red-purple 
( ) yellow, orange, blue ( ) purple, yellow, r,reen 
7. A violent contrast is ~ore likely to be created in a 
( ) monochromatic harmony ( ) analogous harmony 
( ) complementary harmony ( ) neutral harmony 
3. Blue-purple is 
( ) a secondary color ( ) an inte~ediate color 
( ) a primary color ( ) a neutral color 
.. _ 
~·.. T: .<=! number of major colors in the color l'lheel is 
10. 
11. 
( ) 3 
( ) 12 
( ) 6 
( ) 9 
Yellow mixed vrlth blue pro'luces 
The 
( ) orange ( ) yellow·-purple 
( ) yellow-orance ( ) green 
best color combina~ions show a difference 
( ) hue 
( ) value 
( ) intensity 
( ) brilliance 
in 
12. A stron~ intensity red letter is ·nost effective on a bnckr.roun·J of 
( ) yell ow 
( ) dark blue 
( ) orange 
( ) creen 
1,. Clashing colors are usually of 
( ) stron~ intensity ( ) low value 
( ) weak int8nsity ( ) high value 
lho A SYTlal l amount of green mixe::i ':dth red will 
( ) i ntensify the red 
( ) change the hue of red 
15. :led :"lixed Yr.ith yell ow produces 
( ) a primary color 
( ) a neutral color 
( ) Lower the value of red 
( ) result in a hir,her v1lue red 
( ) a secondary color 
( ) an intermediate color 
lG. Blue added to orance in mixture ·.rill produce 
( ) a dull orance ( ) an intense or.qn:e 
( ) a hi ch value oranee ( ) a brilliant orange 
17. ~Vhite added to any major color results in 
( ) a l ower value ( ) a hicher value 
( ) a stronger intensity ( ) a neutral color 
••• 
'1_2.. Aov: ~.ntense red mixed with some r;reen ·ni.ll 
( ) vreaken its j.rJ.tensity 
( ) strengthen i ts bri lliance 
( ) strenr;then its incens · ·:;.y 
( ) weaken the value 
... ~}. Tho best color combinat.ions show a dif'fel"~nce i n 
( ) hue 
( ) value 
( ) intensity 
( ) brilliance 
20e A strong intensity red l etter is 'Tlost ef fect ive on a background of 
( ) yellow 
( ) dark blue 
( ) oranee 
( ) t;reen 
21. Cl~s~i ~~ col ors are usually of 
( ) l ow val ue ( ) strong intensity 
( ) weak intensi ty ( ) high value 
22. A valuP. scale is used t o 
( ) weigh color cryst<'tls 
( ) show de~rees of li~ht and 
dark of a color 
23, A '"'lonochromati c color harmony would show 
( ) measure powder pai nt s 
( ) check the values of 
l ight r ays 
( ) different shades of t wo colors ( ) different values of one color 
( ) different tints of tv;o color s ( ) one value of one color 
Directions. Read each s tatement carefully. i'Irite t he mi ssi ng word o:~ words 
in every blank space. 
24o Bl ue and ----------- f orm a complementary color scheme e 
25, An ------ color scheme is composed of two or mor e nei r,hboring colors. 
2Go A ------------ color scheme is one using different values of one coloro 
27" T1•ro opposit e color s on the color wheel make a - ----- color s chemeo 
23o Blue and its values obtained by adding white form a ----------- scheme . 
29o Yellovr- orange and blue-purplP. combine to form a---- - - color schemeo 
30a The priMary colors are , 
------- -----------' ------------
31.. 1'he secondary colors are -------' ------' - ------
32. The color wheel show (how many) major colors o 
---
33. A color l ocated in-bet1v~en two major colors is called an --------- color . 
31~., Red mixed with produces orange. 
------
35. Red mixed with------ produces dark red. 
36o Blue mixed vnth produces green. 
------
.... 37" Blue mixed wi-th------ produces light blue .. 
3 3" Blue mixed with produces purple. 
------
39.. Orange mixed with produces yellow-orange. 
------
i-!.Oo Black , creen, and red form a color scheme called o 
------
L1lo Black , whit.e, and gray are called------ colors. 
42o Red-orange, orance, yellow-orange and white form a color scheme called ., 
----
4J, Gray , white, lieht blue, dark blue form a color scheme called------" 
hl~Q Yellow-green is located between------ and----- on the color v!heel. 
4So Dark colors are------ in value .. 
L!.6" A value s cale measures the of light or dark of a coloro 
------
The dark tones are located at the (position) of a value scale .. 
4(1 ·J o A br illiant color is a color of intensityo 
49., Black mixed with red will the value of redo 
------
50o Green mixed with red vdll the value of red., 
------
)lo Any color mixed vnth its------ will lower its valueo 
52 o The color ·wheel shows (how many) intermediate colors., 
---
APPENDIX F 
Inquiry Fonn 
• i - r.t. 
--- · -.f .J 
;-·· 
•( 
.. " . . -~. -.... 
··-· -
., - ~ .- J.l~ 
'} 
. .-·6• 
r. 
_,.) ... 
G. I liJ.<eq t ~1e type of problcrms I had to d.o •. 
' 7 j ,. 1'1hat other ... . . v ·nn<"S 
. '·' 
did you like : (Name t:'1em) 
a .. 
b •. 
-----·-·--------
d. 
T: , ··V'1Clt did yo'.l dis like c.bout this 'n~tho i of J.earn-Lnrr color har"1oni"ls? 
Ans•:rer th8 questi ·.Jn by :lr,··ti_ng, r1 ci ;"cle ~trotmd th8 rm'1l.ber to the left 
of each statement ···.·hi ch repre"'~"nt:'i somethLl[" you disliked .. 
L . Havinr; to :·· ork t:::> ·.J bar i to so_ve rny o-,,.rn prCJb l ems, 
2 , Ihvinz a list of thin--: -= t, o do . 
,3,.. ;\Jot enough help from t.he teacher, 
L'.ii· Looking t~r :Jllf"':h boo1\:s foy· information ... 
5 . :lot enouGh opportuni·c;y to use •ny ovm i leas . 
6, Certain <:;pecific problems,. I ' ll name them below. 
I 7 •. I disliked eve:r~,."thing about this methd •. 
'3,. It was too ea.sy f:::> r me . 
9.. 11~ was to d.if icult for me o 
- \L 1 felt. 11 losV' most of the t ime . 
_ ...... 
.... ( ... J.. Lne ·pr·o-~J..Le"~~E'! ·:~ere r;af:J' for y·,:ru to '-l o ,Nhi lA o'Lh;..;r"~ :: !,;~.r- \:.: . .!~ t_. _ .~ 
'.', .:1 c!_rclfe .~r::>tmi the n;rnber t, :) t.he left of the l"I'~blc"nS you fourd 
. ·~ .::) ~.11 a circle aroun.:i t.!'le nu~uer t.o the ri:--ht of thP- p:t"obl s '1'.' 
>:r::.nd _i)IFFICULT. Draw a l ine throu qh the probl ems you 'iid not h::J:v ~ 
" : c '~0. 
i. P~i:,·,.;_nf": c,;Jl')r '1a r >:10nies for t hr ee dresses . 
S" Pa'inti.nf': :::olor harmonie s for boys' suits . 
'(. t•.nalf~Tb .<J.n i D!'l.int.inr; of exact col~rs W:)rn by you on 
any ·o:-lTtS_c,ll~rr .ia.y. 
'L Frd.'1ti:-,,, " color s cheme f or a tie . 
~;. Cclo:Y!.' kr'·~110nies for• athlet ic uniforms. 
. LCo F ~eparation of color chart s'lowtn c; color harmonies not 
<lscd i n our st,u l y. 
11.. G0hr ha:r.:~on~,r f or t r uck. 
l" 
_c:.. r· l vo .~or for auto"!'lob i le. 
13. Jin:hvr di spl a;'/ on c Jlor h rl r~::my. 
~L:..: o Che~ l<: list s ho\vi ng color har.nonies t~I~rn b~l your 
cl.ass~ateso 
:! .. J\ ft,cr:. checki nr: the list of pr oblems outl i.ned in C, w·ri te 
the numbers vvhich were: 
P~TS!lC.:STI\TQ 
US ~<;FUL 
USELr.:SS 
r::. ·.~'l~.t Ji·:l you l:i.ke most al)ont this unit? 
F. 'T,.1at '"ii.rl you -Iislil(e :nest about this unit"! 
-· 
_;I' 
s. 
7. 
., 
.. u 
" -' . 
10 • 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
--·-
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